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United Way workshop offers profile of suicide-prone teens
By Jeanne Gehret
How does a parent or counselor decide
whether-a young person's depression will
pass or whether he's suicidal? What should
concerned adults say or do when a child or
teenager confesses she's tried to commit
suicide? Does talking about suicide really
encourage more young people to attempt it?
Is suicide among the young as prevalent as
television would have us believe?
"Completed suicide is rare, but the rate
has risen in the last decade," said
Christopher H. Hodgman, M.O., at a United
Way workshop entitled "How to be Helpful
Before It's Too Late."
"In Monroe County, which has 10,000
teenagers, there are 10 to 12 completed
suicides a year. But for every completed
suicide, there are at least 300 attempts and
many more who threaten to kill themselves,"
the psychiatrist said. That translates into
about 2S0 teenagers a month who try or
succeed at suicide.
"Don't believe the myth that children
don't commit suicide. They do," he added.
Hodgman, who specializes in child and
adolescent psychiatry at the University of
Rochester Medical Center, said researchers
have identified two different types of child
and adolescent suicides. Fifty-five percent
result from sustained depression, although
he hastened to add that depression does not
always result in suicide. The remaining 45
percent are products of impulsiveness.
Depression manifests itself somewhat differently in children and adolescents than it
does in adults. Hodgman identified the
following characteristics in young people
that should alert adults to depression:
• Withdrawal.
• Attempts to physically hurt themselves.
• Skipping school or a sudden decline in
grades.
• The onset of sleep disorders. Unlike
adults, children and teens sleep more when
depressed.
• Alcohol or drug abuse. Such abuse can
cause depression, Hodgman said, or it can
result from the young person's attempts to
medicate himself.
"Para-suicide" is the term professionals
use to describe the other 45 percent of young
people who kill themselves impulsively, said
Hodgman. The term implies that these
victims did not act from a desire for
self-destruction but simply from the heat of
passion. "These are the kids who get in fatal
accidents after arguments with their parents
or break up with their girlfriends," he said.
Common characteristics of impulsive
suicide victims include short tempers, frequent anger and related outbursts, selfdestructive tendencies and tendencies to .act
without thinking.

Hodgman does not.believe, however, that
impulsive suicides are unintentional. "The
common denomination in both types of
young suicides is hopelessness. The kid killed
in a car after a fight is as hopeless as the
depressed kid, he said.
An attempted or completed suicide is often
the youngster's communication of an unpleasent fact: a C on his report card, the fact
'that he's committed a crime, the inescapable
reality that she's pregnant. It may be flight
from an intolerable reality like rejection or
sexual abuse, or a way to hurt someone
without fear of retaliation.
Younger children may use suicide to
control others, not realizing that its effects
are irreversible. "The young child will think,
'Boy, will this make them sorry,' and relish
the discomfort they'll cause someone. They
never stop to think that they won't be there
to witness that discomfort; they deny the
finality of death," said the doctor.

The Sisters of St. Joseph arrived at
Carondolet near St. Louis, Missouri, in
1836. From that foundation, they branched
out to form several federated groups of
women religious. The Sisters of St. Joseph
arrived in the Rochester area in 1868. Since
the diocese's inception, they have* servea in
-''many kinds of ministry, mainly in the fields
of education, health care and social services.

• Be careful of medications "If a drug is
prescribed for depression,' tfte s aff at Strong
almost always hospitalize the hild because
that medication is also c <nducive to
suicide," he said.
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The congregation, however, has never
limited its members to one particular work;
since their origin in France in 1650, the SSJs
have aimed to serve their neighbors without
distinction and to undertake all the works of
which a woman is capable in her particular
time and place.
•
Current membership in , the Rochester
Sisters of St. Joseph is approximately 550
women, whose headquarters are at the
congregation's motherhouse, 4095 East
Avenue, Rochester.
Sister Elizabeth Anne LeValley, superior
general of the congregation, invites all who
wish to join the sisters in "this moment of
remembering the past and looking with hope
to the future" to attend the Dec. 7 liturgy.
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• Call the child's pediatncia u "A pediatrician is dedicated to the bew-i merest of the
child and does not have the su'giaa of being a
'shrink,'" Hodgman said..' "'The pediatrician's presence lowers the par nts' guilt in
handling the problem.''

Keynote address considers the state of
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and only serve to make tile adult more
comfortable," Hodgman said.
"Instead, listen carefully snd say, 'I'll try
to help you work things 3u , but easy
answers may not be available "''
• Share the burden with oth ;rs who can
help. If the child is not your own, contact the
parents, said Hodgman, ex^pi in the rare
circumstances where the pyrents' reaction
would be violently counterptudu.tive.
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Order to cap celebrations with December 7 liturgy
The final local event in the year of
celebration commemorating the arrival of
the Sisters of St. Joseph on the North
American Continent is scheduled for Sacred
Heart Cathedral on December 7. Bishop
Matthew H. Clark will preside at a liturgy of
the Eucharist beginning at 2:30 p.m.

When a child seems prone to suicide,
Hodgman recommends the following course
of action:
• Don't hide from the issue. '"Did you
want to kill yourself?' is a life-saving
question," said Hodgman. "Discussing
suicide doesn't cause fatalities; it means
'Hey, I've read your message.'
"It's appropriate to ask the question any
time you suspect a young person is thinking
about suicide, even if you're not a professional therapist," he continued. "In fact,
psychiatrists are not usually the first to find
out — it's usually a parent, teacher or
guidance counselor — any adult who feels he
is his brother's keeper."
• Take every threat seriously. Don't
minimize the seriousness of the yoUng
person's hopelessness. "Avoid reassuring the
kid that everything will wofk out or saying,
'Oh, it can't be that bad.' Such responses
diminish the youngster's self-respect further
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